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Fig.2 Pressure gradients at p=0.5 (core) in
diagram just after pellet injections.
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Fig.l Pressure gradients achieved experimentally at p=0.5
(core) in Rax=3.6m configuration in diagram
under (a) co- and balanced-NBI, and (b) cntr.-NBI. The
theoretical prediction based on low-n ideal interchange
mode under currentless plasma is shown by solid line.
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[I] S. Ohdachi et aI., in Proceedings of 13th stellarator
workshop, 200l, Canberra (http://wwwrsphysse.
anu.edu.au/admin/stellarator/proceedings.html).
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Here only gas-puffing discharges are analyzed because
we are interested in the operational regime achieved in
stationary. In the transitional state like as just after pellet
injection, the achieved pressure gradients the
stability boundary as shown in Fig.2 and the saw-tooth-like
fluctuation with the outgoing heat flow is observed [I]. The
discharge does not terminate but such state is not maintained
in stationary.
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In order to study the role of low-n ideal interchange
modes on the operational regime in LHD, we analyze the
relationship between the experimentally achieved pressure
gradients at resonant rational surfaces and the theoretically
predicted unstable region for low-n ideal interchange
instabilities in Rax=3.6m configurations, which has the good
confinement properties. Here we focus on the m1n=2/l mode
(m and n are the poloidal and toroidal mode number,
respectively) in order to study the MHO stability properties
at the core region, because the rational surfaces of 1/2 exists
at p=0.5 in Rex=3 .6m configuration. Experimental beta
profile is estimated under an assumption that it is
proportional to electron pressure profile. Electron pressure
profile is product ofelectron temperature by Thomson
scattering measurement and electron density by FIR
measurement. Volume averaged beta is based on
diamagnetic measurement.
Circles in Fig.1(a) correspond to the observed pressure
gradients under co- and balanced NBI. Observed net toroidal
current is 0-25kA/T, so that the currentless condition for
M1ID equilibria is appropriate for evaluating MHD stability.
Solid and dashed lines denote the stability boundaries for
low-n ideal interchange modes (global modes) and Mercier
modes (highly localized modes), respectively, for currentless
equilibria. The low-n ideal interchange modes are calculated
by using a 3D MHO stability analyzing code
TERPSICHORE) for various assumed pressure profiles. The
magnitude ofthe growth rate, y =10-4 is used as a standard
stability boundary, which corresponds to the Mercier
parameter D1-0.3 here. Most of the experimentally observed
pressure gradients, shown by circles, below do
not exceed a boundary corresponding to y-2xI0-4. This
boundary is slightly larger than the standard stability
boundary. On the other hand, above I.8%, the
maximum ofthe experimentally achieved pressure gradients
is not limited by any boundary, and they are more than twice
larger than those below
Triangles in Fig. 1(b) correspond to the observed pressure
gradients under cntr.-NBI, where the observed net toroidal
current is -6-8kAlT. According to a numerical model, the
bootstrap current is estimated to be -13kA at and
0.75T. Therefore, we must carefully treat the effect ofthe
net toroidal current on M1ID equilibria. We use a model
toroidal current profile based on the etf.-Ohkawa current and
bootstrap current (co-current). Under cntr.-NBI, the
theoretically predicted unstable region disappears in
diagram. Under cntr.-NBI, even below
the experimentally achieved pressure gradients
exceed the upper limit of those under co-NBI
The difference between the upper limit of the
experimentally achieved pressure gradients under co- and
contr.-NBI is considered to be due to the effect of the
toroidal current profile on M1ID properties (magnetic well,
magnetic shear and/or so on). These experimental facts
show that the low-n ideal interchange modes limit an
operational regime of the pressure gradient at the core
region in LHD experiments.
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